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Why should TexNov products
be available at your locations?
TexNov is a leading manufacturer of construction products, such as acrylic coatings, sealants,

asphalt and repair products and elastomeric membranes.

Since the beginning, the constant TexNov success has been due to its growing community of

users, both professionals and DIY enthusiasts. Three decades later, our organic growth had

made the company reach its full capacity in the local market, making possible the completion of

our new 160000sqft headquarters and main facilities near the Montreal area.

Our pro-line is taking more and more market in Ontario, where we have a minor presence; the

natural habitat of our products is at independent renovation centers, where customer service is

key, and often through experienced staff.

The profile of your retail stores perfectly matches TexNov's key segments, and the values of

both companies seem to converge.

Today We are excited to present some of our main bestsellers:

● TexNov 200

● Sealers

● Elastomeric membranes

Please, read the following pages to discover what made TexNov become a benchmark in quality

during the last three decades.

Let us participate in your catalogue, and let’s build something great together!



Concrete Repair Solutions
A complete range to prepare, repair and shine!
TexNov introduced concrete repair solutions to raise the bar of existing products in quality and

durability. Since then, DIY enthusiasts and construction professionals have been loyal to our

brands.

● Multi-Use Polymer
● TexNov Premium 200
● TexNov Premium 200 LT
● TexNov Premium 200 PRX
● TexGrout



Concrete Reparation Products

TexNov’s concrete products are the solution that brings back the WOW effect and keeps

surfaces ready to endure any damages for the years to come.

TexNov is known for its high-quality products for both consumers and professionals.

Multi-Use Polymer
Introduction: TexNov’s polymer is a multi-usage

product depending on the dilution. This product

is used during the first steps of repairing

cracked foundations, covering and retaining

fibreglass mesh to stabilize and strengthen the

surface. It serves as a light levelling agent and

repair layer to prepare the surface to receive

TexNov finishes.



TexNov Premium 200
Introduction: Texnov Premium 200 is a one-of-a-kind 100% acrylic resin mixture with inorganic

pigments. The main applications are adhesive for fibreglass mesh, primer, protective coating,

concrete repairing solution, adhesion promoter, and a base coat for polystyrene insulation. The

user can determine the application depending on the applied mixture.

Customers use it successfully to bond stones to concrete for landscaping projects, to glue

ceramic tiles or to bond other construction materials indoors or outdoors.

Strength of 35 MPA (average of similar products is 20MPA)

TexNov Premium 200 LT
Introduction: Texnov Premium 200 LT is a great solution designed to level a substrate containing

light unevenness or imperfections up to ½”. Additionally, it is used to repair cracks. It serves to

straighten the surface of a wall or cement floor before applying a finish coat and has superior

waterproofing capabilities.

Strength of 35 MPA (average of similar products is 20MPA)

TexNov Premium 200 PRX
Introduction: Mixed with Type 1 GU Portland cement, the Premium PRX is mainly used as a

bonding agent for fibreglass mesh and levelling coats on uneven concrete surfaces. The 200

PRX creates a cementitious coat with an aesthetic sandy look and texture.  Professionals may

apply it with a sponge or gun when finishing concrete home foundations.

Texnov Premium 200 PRX provides a smooth finish surface, which hardens and dries slower

than the Texnov 200.

Strength of 35 MPA (average of similar products is 20MPA)



TexGrout 292
Introduction: TexGrout 292 is a fine-filtered and balanced cement grout and aggregate ready to

use by adding water. The TexGrout 292 is a great self-levelling concrete compound and a valid

option in the fabrication of heavy machinery bases, columns, frames, the cementing of base

plates, anchor bolts, foundations, underpinning,  sealing and patching concrete.

Texgrout is also a severe heavy-duty levelling coat that can be applied up to eight inches in

thickness (when mixed with our GL50)

Strength of 35 MPA (average of similar products is 20MPA)



Sealers
When It comes to protecting any concrete surface, TexNov can seal the deal!

From wet-look to translucid, from water-based to solvent-based, TexNov has the solution. With

its complete range of ready-to-use sealers, TexNov offers some of the best products on the

market for both professionals and DIY enthusiasts.

● TexNov MET-30
● TexNov MET-HD
● TexNov WRS-40



TexNov MET-30

Introduction: TexNov MET-30 is a high-density water-based sealant. The MET-30 allows the

concrete to develop its full potential in terms of strength, durability, weatherproofing, and wear

resistance.

Advantages of TexNov MET-30 are:

● Excellent curing, protector and sealing agent.

● Compliant with VOC formulations.

● Compatible with most tile adhesives and paints.

● It protects the surface from dirt and mortar stains.

● Easy to spray and apply.

● Low odour.

● Great solution for sacrificial coating.

TexNov MET-HD
Introduction: TexNov Met-HD is a

solvent-based acrylic sealant and a concrete

cure agent. It avoids white spots in contact

with water, and customers talk wonder about

its fast and evenly drying ability.

TexNov Met-HD enables concrete to develop

its full potential in increased strength,

durability, sealing and wear resistance.



Texnov’s Met-HD creates a membrane over the concrete slab's top while curing. This effect

stops the evaporation of the existing water on the slab's surface and helps reduce cracking and

dusting.

TexNov Met-HD was developed to protect acrylic coatings, pavers, interlock, cement and freshly

poured concrete. Once this sealer is dry, it will help preserve the natural colour and make

surfaces easier to clean and hide any scratch imperfections.

The advantages of TexNov Met-HD are:

● Met-HD is a great curing agent, preventing fresh concrete from cracking and dusting.

● Good water/weather resistance.

● Does not bleach when immersed.

● Good abrasion resistance.

● Reduces tire marks (excellent solution for large parking areas).

● Creates a wet look finish and eliminates scratches on pavers and interlock.

● It enhances the natural colour of concrete and gives a shiny/glossy finish.

● High UV resistance.

● It keeps the performance, even during prolonged exposure to sunlight.

● Easy to apply with a roller, a brush or spray.



TexNov WRS-40
Introduction: TexNov WRS-40 is a

high-performance water-based invisible

water-repellent sealant containing

silane/siloxane. This breathable and colourless

product penetrates deep into the concrete and

masonry surfaces to form a permanent bond. Its

performance is beyond standards, from 10 to 15

years, depending on the application.

TexNov WRS-40 protects surfaces from water

damage and does not form glossy/wet film

surfaces like the most known sealants available

on the market.

TexNov WRS-40 is used on various masonry substrates such as natural stone, concrete slab,

cement blocks, architectural concrete, acrylic coatings and bricks.



Elastomeric Membranes
When it comes to protecting foundations, garage walls, concrete and wood surfaces, nothing is

better, faster and more durable than elastomeric membranes. TexNov has this niche covered by

developing high-end weather-penetration barrier solutions. Here are just a few:

● TexPro FlexStop
Introduction: TexPro FlexStop is a breathable weatherproofing elastomeric membrane. FlexStop

is a great solution to apply on drywall, rigid insulation, masonry, stucco and concrete.

The characteristics of the FlexStop are:

● Air barrier and water barrier on any surface;

● For both interior and exterior surfaces;

● Easy to trowel;

● Breathable;

● It can be textured with any Texnov finish coat.



● TexPro FlexStop RLX

Introduction: The FlexStop RLX product is an elastomeric weatherproofing membrane. It’s

suitable for indoors and outdoors and is easily applied by roller or brush. The covering area is

600 sq. ft per 5 Gal. pail and can be used as a primer coat on wood surfaces.

FlexStop RLX can be applied on the following substrates:

● Gypsum;

● Wood;

● Masonry;

● Stucco;

● Concrete.



Other solutions
TexNov is a proud supplier for both consumers and professionals. During the last 35 years, the

company implemented a winning formula: to deliver the highest quality possible to the

construction market, starting from our 100% acrylic polymers, the base of most of our products.

During this time, TexNov developed and distributed a wide array of products. You will discover a

few on the following pages.



Industrial Cleaning Products
When it comes to cleaning surfaces, you need the best solution. If the challenge is to eliminate

grease, oil stains, paint drops, concrete laitance, mildew stains and efflorescence, the best

solution on the market is in the TexNov cleaning solutions!

● TexNov Surface Cleaner
● TexNov Concentrated Concrete Conditioner



TexNov Surface Cleaner
Introduction: Texnov Surface Cleaner is a professional-grade cleaner. TexNov’s Surface cleaner

is an excellent alkaline degreaser that can be applied on almost any surface for the home or the

industry, and it can even revive a graying wooden structure, depending on the dilution.

It’s ideal for pavers, interlock, wood, metal and concrete substrates. TexNov’s Surface Cleaner

can also clean any type of acrylic substrate and other coatings. It is eco-friendly since it is

biodegradable!

It is a great alternative to replace the highly toxic substances that can affect the ozone layer

(such as dichloromethane).

TexNov Concentrated Concrete Conditioner
Texnov Concrete Conditioner is a water-based acid conditioner used to prepare a concrete or

cement-based surface (bricks, cobblestones, pavers, interlock etc.) before applying a sealant or

finish. It increases adhesion by removing contaminants and opening the pores of the substrate.

TexNov Concrete Conditioner is excellent for cleaning most pollutants on the surface. This

product is biodegradable.

Sizes 1 L, 1 gal and 5 gals to adapt to all
customers and projects.



Asphalt Products
TexNov is known for its capacity to innovate and bring new solutions to known problems. The

market already offers asphalt repair products, but their limited performance and longevity (less

than two years in most cases) and this is not enough for consumers.

TexNov introduces a new asphalt life extender solution, the Pave-Tex; Pave-Tex is a

one-of-a-kind textured coating to rebuild and protect any driveway, parking lot, and other

surfaces, such as sporting courts and concrete parking areas. The performance and longevity of

the Pave-Tex is engineered to last for ten years. Pave-Tex is a ready-to-use resurfacing coating,

user-friendly and is as easy as taking a roller and applying two coats.



● Pave-Tex
Pave-Tex is the definitive protector for your asphalt

driveway. Its texture and colour imitate asphalt

while creating a barrier that protects any surface up

to ten years (10 years). In other terms, Pave-Tex is

like a clean liquid asphalt that repairs, shines and

seals existing asphalt driveways.

Pave-Tex can resurface, protect and beautify any

asphalt quickly and durably.

Its acrylic polymers capture the oils of the asphalt,

preventing them from evaporating. This effect

protects the surface for many years while adding

colour and texture. Due to the texture, the vehicle’s

tires do not touch the surface directly, which keeps

it in outstanding condition for years.

Pave-Tex will be available in a wide array of colours, as requested by consumers.

● Texnov Crack Filler
Texnov’s Crack Filler is the ideal solution for sealing small-to-medium cracks in the asphalt. This

elastomeric polymer product offers an unmatched elasticity and efficient bonding property. This

ready-to-use crack filler is used to repair cracks up to 3/4 inches.

TexNov Crack filler is a highly elastic product capable of resisting freeze-thaw cycles for years.

Crack Filler by TexNov can cover cracks using a trowel or a putty knife.



Coatings
TexNov coatings are excellent to give it the final touch. When building or renovating new homes,

retail stores or industries, the textures and colours are the last touches to create expressions.

Consumers are likely to purchase products based on their emotions. For TexNov, emotions are

in the textures and have vibrant colours that only our acrylic coatings can offer. For better

customization, our coatings have options to be applied using a trowel or a roller. As we say:

“TexNov creates comfortable homes in durable environments!”

● Texnov Fine
● TexNov Regular
● TexNov Sand-Tex
● TexNov Rus-Tex



TexNov Fine and Regular
Introduction: Texnov Fine/Regular coatings are pre-coloured stucco with the consistency of

yogurt. Our coatings contain 100% acrylic resins, inorganic pigments, titanium pigments, fine

marble aggregates, fungicides and high-performance stabilizers.

Texnov Coatings have two textures: fine and

regular. Both products are available in 96

colours. The products are specially formulated

for roller application, making it easier, faster

and durable.

Texnov Fine / Regular has been specially

designed to be applied on surfaces such as

cement panels, concrete, wood, masonite,

aluminum, interior gypsum, stucco, plaster and

brick.

This product is available in three bases to be tinted, 1R, 2R and 3R (for regular texture) and 1F,

2F and 3F (for fine texture).



TexNov Sand-Tex
Introduction: Texnov Premium Sand-Tex is an acrylic floor and

wall finish with a fine round-grain texture. For exterior and

interior use, apply an and b or base coat such as a TexNov

Premium 200, TexNov Premium 200 LT, TexNov Premium 200

PRX or any product approved by TexNov.

Texnov Premium Sand-Tex is a premixed paste, and its formula

gives it perfect adhesion and durable resistance to alkalis and

ultraviolet rays.

TexNov Rus-Tex
Introduction: Texnov Premium Rus-Tex is a floor and wall

acrylic finish coating with an asymmetric grainy texture with

swirls. For outdoor and indoor use, to be applied on the

following base coats: Texnov Premium 200, Texnov Premium

200 LT, Texnov Premium 200 PRX or any product approved by

TexNov.

Manufactured as premixed paste, Texnov Premium Rus-Tex is

free of dust or other foreign matter. Its formula allows for

perfect adhesion and high alkali and UV resistance.





TexPro
TexPro is the professional's top brand.

In 2022, TexNov launched its first only-for-professional brand called “TexPro.” This complete

range of products is premixed, pre-coloured and easy to use, allowing contractors to get the job

done quicker and better with optimal performance.

Colours, textures, and product sizes are user-friendly, minimizing the need for training at the

point of sale. With Texpro, the retailer and the user win, making more sales in less

time-consuming customer service.

Choose TexPro, and let’s build something great together!



● Membranes
○ FlexStop

○ FlexStop CB

○ FlexStop RLX

● Primer
○ FlexRoll (primer and finish roller applied coat)

○ Elastoroll

○ GelNov

● Base Coat
○ TexPro Base NC

○ TexPro Base Express

○ TexPro SoftBase

○ TexPro Uniplast

● Top Coat
○ FlexTex 1.0

○ FlexTex 1.5

○ FlexTex Europa

○ FlexTex Sand


